A new discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is introduced that seamlessly merges exact geometry with high-order solution accuracy while exactly preserving both. This new method is called the blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) method. The BIDG method contrasts with existing high-order accurate DG methods over curvilinear meshes (e.g. classical isoparametric DG methods) in that the underlying geometry is exactly preserved both locally and globally at every mesh refinement level, allowing for intricate and complicated real-world mesh design to be streamlined and automated using computer-aided design (CAD) software. The BIDG method is designed specifically for easy incorporation into existing code architecture. This paper discusses specific details of implementation using two examples: (1) the acoustic wave equations, and (2) Maxwell's equations. Basic tests of accuracy and stability are demonstrated, including optimal convergence, and supplemental theoretical results are provided in the appendix along with links to fully operational working code examples.
I. Introduction & Background
High-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element methods (FEM) are finding broad application in large-scale data intensive science and engineering problems [1, 16, 24, 32, 34, 40, 43, 52, 57] . Substantial benefits can be found in utilizing high-order accurate methods over their lower order counterparts. High-order methods not only induce greater solution accuracy, but they are also able to demonstrate greater computational efficiency, greater representational flexibility, as well as being able to be constructed to explicitly preserve derived physical features of solutions; features that are often essential to working physicists and engineers [10-12, 25, 27, 39, 45, 60, 61] . Though DG methods have gained increasing traction in large-scale application modeling and analysis, a shortcoming in the conventional DG methodology is the inability to fully recover complex underlying geometries in the meshing domain. Indeed, traditional meshing software frequently provides only globally linear geometries [26, 36] . Linear elements can have the benefit of generating simple meshes for finite element analysis, but have the drawback of being incapable of representing many realistic physical domains (e.g. airplane wings, submarines propellers, wind turbines, coastline topographies, reactor cores), unless excessive refinement is conducted.
Improvements in mesh generation algorithms [33, 42, 62] are now providing curvilinear corrections to traditionally linear meshing routines, leading to the increasingly important question of how DGFEM algorithms can be constructed to exploit high-order accurate meshes. A number of clever approaches have been developed for supporting curvilinear meshes [20, 35, 46, 55, 58, 59] , all of BIDG Figure 1 : The blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) method seamlessly maps "exact design geometry" to high-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin methods. The TriGA software [18] takes CAD meshes, and makes analysis/BIDG-ready triangular/tetrahedral meshes, such as the propeller blade above. which are invariably based on "node-snapping" techniques. Node-snapping techniques work by taking parameterized curves/surfaces, and systematically "snapping" support points to lie exactly on edges (and/or faces) of the parameterized curves/surfaces. The remaining interior points are then distorted over the element in a consistent way, so that many of the basic approximation properties of the domain interior are preserved.
While these node-snapping techniques have been shown to be able to -under many circumstances -recover optimal orders of convergence, they remain fundamentally reliant on the assumptions inherent to all isoparametric methods. In isoparametric methods curvilinear physical domains Ω are locally approximated using piecewise polynomials, leading to a classical variational crime [53] along geometric boundaries, where the exact geometry along curvilinear boundary elements is not preserved in the isoparametric representation. This inability to exactly represent geometry has a number of far-reaching ramifications.
To briefly illustrate the inability of the isoparametric approach to exactly represent geometry, observe the geometric factors shown in figure 2. What is made clear upon close inspection, is that the classical isoparametric approach broadly fails to preserve exact curvilinear geometry, in that: (a) points on the domain no longer necessarily exactly lie on the parameterized curve, (b) volumes, normals, and variational derivatives at the boundary are no longer preserved, and (c) at support points local geometric continuity is reduced, lost, and/or broken. Loss of accuracy due to (a)-(c) are On the left is the absolute difference between the components of the normal vectors evaluated at the nodal supports points on element edges. On the right the variation in each degree of freedom, i.e. 11088 as defined by the number of elements 168 times (p + 1)(p + 2)/2, of the Jacobian determinant between the exact (isogeometric) and isoparametric approaches. The mesh corresponds to the circle in section 4.
well-documented in fluid dynamics, where the formation of spurious boundary layers, for example, can have substantial impact on solution behavior [5] . However, the ramifications of fully encoding the exact geometry of a given discretization are considerably more wide-ranging than just a loss of solution accuracy. When the complete geometric content of the mesh becomes available, what one recovers along with it is the ability to develop automated supplemental tools for simulations that are traditionally time-intensive. For example, when the exact geometric content of a mesh is fully supported, then the analysis regime (i.e. DG method) is capable of fully and exactly coupling to the computer aided design (CAD) infrastructure, in that meshes and domains can be passed between CAD and DG algorithms directly. The ability to seamlessly interface analysis with design leads to the ability to automate analysis-suitable mesh generation for complicated geometries, as well as to automate exact geometry preserving mesh refinement strategies that have been traditionally difficult and expensive to reliably implement. For example, with an isoparametric mesh, one must communicate with the underlying CAD in order to preserve rates of convergence at each state of refinement.
Perhaps even more compelling is the ability to seamlessly incorporate broad classes of sophisticated design tools directly into the finite element analysis methodology itself. These design tools can be invaluable in the modern FEA setting, where simulations are frequently run in tandem with uncertainty quantification, sensitivity analysis, and parameter inference models, in order to identify optimal settings, determine limits in fault tolerances, and certify risk-aversion in engineering design approaches. For example, traditional structural shape optimization algorithms have suffered from too loose a link between exact CAD geometries, and the isoparametric approximations of them [56] . Even more broadly, in large-scale engineering and science applications such as turbulence [17, 41] , structural vibrations [21] , thermoelastoplasticity [4, 23] , jet actuators [51] , electromagnetism [13] , coastal channels [59] , etc., the sensitivity to geometry is being increasingly established in the sense that in these contexts changes in local representational geometries can have large impacts on the basic physics of the problem.
A recent renaissance in engineering design and analysis [47] has provided the fundamental tools necessary to solve the problem of exact representational geometry in high-order accurate DGFEM methods. Namely, the new field of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) [29] introduced by T.J.R. Hughes, J.A. Cottrell and Y. Basilevs, has been developed to address the inconsistency between the communities of engineering design and analysis [8] . In the design community elaborate curvilinear meshes have traditionally been fashioned using computer aided design (CAD) technologies such as Bernstein-Bézier or NURBS patches, in order to parameterize sophisticated geometric bodies, such as airplanes, automobiles, biological organs, bridges, jets, and propellers (e.g. see figure 1 ). The process of converting a given CAD description into an analysis-suitable geometry is often expensive and error-prone, especially for large-scale engineering applications. In the engineering community, this has frequently been referred to as the "design-to-analysis bottleneck." IGA bypasses the designto-analysis bottleneck by directly employing the CAD description of geometry within the analysis framework. This is generally accomplished by adopting the geometric basis as the basis for analysis, thereby exactly preserving the CAD geometry.
In this paper the blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) method is introduced. This method most generally can be viewed as a hybrid technology that utilizes isogeometric representations for the mesh/design geometry, and discontinuous Galerkin representations for the analysis. The BIDG method seamlessly combines exact geometric design (CAD) with high-order accurate analysis (DGFEM), as schematically shown in figure 1. Some groundwork for BIDG-type methods is provided in [3, 6, 44, 49, 50] , with patch-based methods recently being presented in [37, 38, 63] for elliptic problems.
The BIDG method is notable in that it is remarkably simple to implement, as all calculations are performed relative to the parametric space. Using this simplified approach, the BIDG method can be rapidly and easily incorporated into existing code architectures, by simply computing the geometric factors in the parametric space, and then performing a straight-forward change of variables transformation upon integration. A basic overview of the salient features of the BIDG method is given in figure 3 .
An outline of this paper is as follows. The basic notation of DG methods is presented in section 2, along with some discussion about the relevant approximation spaces, basis functions, and example problem formulations used throughout the paper. In section 3 a simple overview of relevant topics in IGA is given, followed by a detailed discussion of the blending algorithm used to seamlessly incorporate IGA into DGFEM; resulting in the BIDG method, with a followup discussion on how BIDG is derived, implemented and/or incorporated into existing codes. Finally, in section 4 two numerical examples are analyzed. The acoustic wave equations are first presented, followed by a form of Maxwell's equations, where both systems are modeled over several curvilinear domains. Comparisons with classical isoparametric DGFEM are performed, along with some spectral analysis and convergence studies. In section 5 some conclusions and future directions are presented. Finally, the appendix in section 7 provides a theorem on the approximation properties of the BIDG method, as well as links to fully operational working code examples.
II. The Classical Discontinous Galerkin i. Basic Notation and Terminology
The spatial discretization of an arbitrary physical domain Ω can be performed using classical discontinuous Galerkin methods. This paper restricts to the two dimensional case in order to provide as many explicit details as possible. The follow-up paper will focus on large-scale applications and implementational features of the BIDG method as they arise in science and engineering in full dimension.
Consider the open set Ω ⊂ R 2 with physical boundary ∂Ω. Let T h denote the partition of the closure of a triangular mesh of Ω, denoted Ω h , where the ith element is denoted Ω i , such that T h = {Ω 1 , Ω 2 , . . . , Ω N }, for N ∈ N the number of elements in Ω h and i = 1, . . . , N . The discrete boundary domain is similarly denoted by ∂Ω h . Here and below, the mesh diameter h is chosen to
The edge shared by two neighboring elements Ω i and Ω j is denoted by Γ ij . These edges may correspond to interior element edges, or those located on the physical boundary ∂Ω h itself, in which case the outer boundary element corresponds instead to a prescribed boundary condition. The outward pointing normal along these edges is defined by n = (n x , n y ). Then for some v evaluated on ∂Ω h , define the standard inter-element average and jump operators along a shared edge, respectively, as
Here v + indicates the function evaluation along the base element's edge, and v − indicates the function evaluation along its neighbor's edge. To fully characterize the method, the matching condition:
is also required.
ii. Classical Approximation Spaces and Choice of Basis Functions
Classical discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods are broadly concerned with obtaining approximate representations of Lebesgue regular functions, e.g. v ∈ L q (Ω i ). The most common way of achieving this is relative to the finite dimensional space of piecewise polynomial functions S p h over Ω restricted to the local elements of T h ; formally defined by
Here P p (Ω i ) denotes the space of degree (at most) p polynomials over Ω i . The DG basis can be cast relative to either modal or nodal basis functions. First consider the modal polynomial basisÑ l indexed by l = 1, . . . , m p the degrees of freedom prescribed by the local polynomial degree p. The approximate local representation of ζ by ζ i h over each finite element cell Ω i becomes:
Here the index l denotes the modal coordinates, andζ i l (t) the modal unknowns. In contrast to this modal form (2.1), an alternative way of representing ζ is by way of the nodal representation, which is related by:
where n p denote the nodal degrees of freedom, N i l the nodal basis, and the nodal unknowns ζ i l (x i l , t). Moreover, transforming between the nodal and modal representations is now immediate, and can be made readily explicit by the associated Vandermonde matrix:Ñ = V N , where N = (N 1 , . . . , N np ) ,Ñ = (Ñ 1 , . . . ,Ñ mp ) , and V is the elementwise Vandermonde matrix with entries,
In figure 2.3 the modal and nodal basis function are shown over a linear reference element.
iii. Application to Acoustics
As an example system, consider the first-order acoustic wave equations:
where u = (u x , u y ) is the velocity, and p the pressure. Recasting this equation into the strong form DG can be accomplished by multiplying (2.4) by the th degree of freedom of the test function i , and integrating by parts twice:
The numerical fluxes can be determined for the linear hyperbolic system by solving the Riemann problem by way of the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions [54] , yielding the following numerical fluxes:
iv. Application to Electromagnetics
An additional example in electromagnetics is the normalized (unit-free) two dimensional transverse magnetic (TM) form of Maxwell's equations:
Here B x and B y are the two normalized components of the magnetic field B = (B x , B y ), E z is the normalized electric field, and the variables x and t are unit-free scalings of space and time.
Again the nodal DG form is arrived at by multiplying (2.7) by a test function ζ i , and integrating by parts twice to recover the strong DG form:
The remaining numerical fluxes are then directly derived (e.g. see [28] ) to satisfy 
III. The Blended Isogeometric Discontinuous Galerkin Method i. Computer Aided Geometric Design: B-splines, NURBS, and T-splines
In isogeometric analysis, the geometric basis employed in a given CAD parameterization is adopted as the basis for analysis. This section provides a review of the basic CAD technologies typically adopted in an isogeometric setting.
Traditionally B-splines (or basis splines) have been used to develop analysis suitable representations of curvilinear elements. These representations are constructed from knot vectors and the Cox-de Boor recursion formula to develop basis functions that parameterize B-spline curves. The drawback of B-splines is their inability to exactly parameterize important geometric objects, such as conic sections.
However, B-splines projected from higher dimensional space R d+1 to R d can be mapped in such a way as to exactly recover a much larger class of geometric curves, including piecewise conic sections. Using projective weighted mappings one can generate nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS), which preserve all the nice properties of B-spline basis functions while substantially extending the supported class of parameterized curves.
These NURBS representations now exhibit a number of very nice additional features, making them the standard used for representing complex geometries in the computer graphics and CAD communities. Moreover, NURBS basis functions can be refined by simple knot insertion, leading to the generation of augmented knot vectors that are easy to generalize. An extension of the NURBS refinement strategies is further provided by T-splines [48] , that allow for T-junctions, effectively making even local refinements of the surface geometry possible. T-splines are also becoming more popular in CAD programs for providing an elegant way of encoding complicated geometries. Unfortunately, a problem that has served as a bottleneck in classical Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) has been the inability to automatically parameterize control volumes given the corresponding surface parameterization provided from the CAD mesh. Any admissible solution to this problem is required to preserve the exact geometry of the given surface parameterization inherited from the CAD, while simultaneously generating a mesh properly suited (e.g. conditioned) for immediate finite element analysis. Recent progress has identified the major limiting factor in achieving full surface-to-volume parameterizations to be the use of completely structured (i.e. quadrilateral and hexahedral elements) meshes; a problem that has now been addressed using meshes that include triangular and tetrahedral elements [18] .
An important property of NURBS and T-splines in the context of isogeometric analysis is the ability to perform Bézier extraction [9] . Bézier extraction provides the capability of recovering a local Bernstein-Bézier representation of the geometry from the global NURBS or T-splines CAD. These Bernstein-Bézier representations are generally defined over rectangular elements, though recent progress now allows Bézier extraction to be extended to support unstructured isogeometric mesh generation [18] , and enable automatic, geometrically exact tetrahedral mesh generation. The resulting local rational Bézier triangles, it turns out, provide all of the information needed to adapt a classical DG method into a BIDG method.
ii. Rational Bézier Representational Geometries
Because of Bézier extraction techniques [9] , unstructured isogeometric meshes in two dimensions can be naturally defined in terms of rational Bézier triangles T. Bézier triangles can be thought of as parameterized curves written in terms of the rational Bézier basis (i.e. shape) functions. These basis functions are quotients of classical Bernstein polynomials, where the Bernstein polynomials of degree σ are defined by,
written relative to the barycentric coordinate λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ), with j, k, and l indices satisfying j + k + l = σ in each component. The rational Bézier shape functions R jkl can then be constructed as a quotient of Bernstein polynomials, with indexed weighting parameter w abc , as
for the indices j, k, l spanning zero to σ. The resulting Bézier triangle is then defined as:
where the P jkl are just the indexed control points of the control net. These rational Bézier curves T are able to represent conic sections exactly, and moreover retain the majority of the geometrically advantageous properties of Bézier curves, such as the end-point interpolation property, the prescribed tangent line property at end-points, the convex hull property (assuming the weights are positive), and so forth (see [22] for more details on Bézier curves).
In the context of the BIDG method, there are three spatial representations that are essential to "blending" IGA with DG. Recall that the discrete curvilinear physical domain Ω h refers to the physical domain or the CAD mesh of elements Ω i . Next, the standard DG approach computes on a reference (or master) element, denoted M. And finally the barycentric element is denoted by B, and will eventually serve as an intermediary between the reference and physical frames. For clarity, denote the physical coordinates x ∈ Ω i , the reference coordinates ξ ∈ M, and the barycentric coordinates λ ∈ B, provided that x = (x, y), ξ = (ξ, η), and λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ).
The coordinate transformation from the reference to barycentric frame is performed using the standard affine mapping alongside the barycentric constraint,
which reduces to solving: Given this transformation it becomes clear that the barycentric coordinates can be viewed as a function of the reference coordinates, λ(ξ).
Similarly, a Bézier triangle T from (3.3) is just a reparameterization of the physical coordinate x. As a consequence, it is possible to rewrite (3.3) relative to the physical coordinates as:
This mapping provides a transformation between physical and reference frames as shown in figure  5 . In addition 3.5 now fully recovers the pushforward mapping connecting M and Ω i , since by the chain rule, 6) where ∂λ/∂ξ is the Jacobian matrix computed directly from (3.4), and the ∂R jkl /∂λ are directly recovered from (3.1) and (3.2).
iii. Blending Algorithms and Approximation Spaces
With the curvilinear representations from subsection 3.2 providing exact geometric mappings between the coordinates of the reference and physical frames, it is now possible to support exact mesh geometry in classical DG methods. In order to seamlessly incorporate the geometry with the classical DG solution however, blending techniques must be employed. These blending processes are extremely light weight algorithmically, ultimately allowing one to retain the basic machinery of their own DG algorithms, requiring only minor changes to the underlying support functions that draw from the additional geometric content of the mesh. The blending algorithm primarily relies on the coordinate mapping (3.5) and (3.6), which now, in addition to transforming the geometric shape functions, also provides the coordinate transformation between the exact physical/geometric and reference elements for both the modal (see figure 7) and nodal (see figure 6 ) DG basis functions, as well as their first derivatives (all that is required in a standard mixed form DG approach [2] , for example).
These rational maps (3.5) and (3.6) have a tremendous simplifying effect on the algorithmic design, allowing for classical DG algorithms to be performed in the usual way relative to a linear
Physical/CAD Isogeometric Figure 8 : The linear reference element M, the linear barycentric element B, the physical/CAD element Ω i , can be seamlessly transformed for the BIDG method. This is in contrast to a classical isoparametric triangle I supporting locally approximate geometry (e.g. by way of blend and warp techniques, etc. [28] and/or deformation inversions [46] ). reference element, even when computing over curvilinear/geometrically nontrivial meshes. In fact, this can now be performed using any DG basis one might like (e.g. a nodal basis, a modal basis, or some mixture of the two, and so on). The triangulation T h = {Ω 1 , Ω 2 , . . . , Ω N } is now some set of exact elements that are either linear or isogeometric, and the BIDG solution is computed (as before) relative to S p h , with the only additional feature being a composition due to the reparameterization with respect to the approximation space:
This means that we recover nearly all of the nice approximation properties of classical DG methods, while simultaneously expanding support for exact curvilinear geometry. In appendix 7 we show a technical outline of how the standard DG estimates apply to the BIDG method, and and can be naturally recovered. The one subtlety that arises has to do with Figure 9 : The BIDG blending algorithm over standard Bézier refinement strategies. The control net is shown where ♦ indicates weights less than one, and indicates control weights exactly equal to one. On the left is the h mesh, with 42 elements, 25 blended. On the right is the h/2 refinement, with 168 total elements, 100 blended.
automating the generation of BIDG-suitable meshes. As discussed in detail in [18] , automating the generation of appropriately conditioned Bézier meshes requires the utilization of Bézier extraction techniques from CAD T-splines and NURBS. Generally these meshes are generated at the coarsest level of refinement. The important ramification this has on the BIDG method comes at the level of adaptive mesh refinement. When refining an isogeometric rational Bézier mesh, it is essential to preserve a relative constraint on the variation of the control weights and/or control points relative to h in order to fully recover the approximation properties of the method (see Appendix A). The practical impact this has, is that adaptive mesh refinement can naturally lead to the development of "blended layers" of curvilinear elements, which, in the continuum limit h → 0 tend to locally linear approximations. The existence and presence of these blended layers is important during mesh generation, and is explained in more detail in [18] . To illustrate this behavior as it arises in the present context, observe figure 9 where the formation of these blended layers is apparent.
Finally, it is important to distinguish isogeometric DG from classical curvilinear DG methods. Classically, superparametric methods indicate that the local top degree of the shape function σ exceeds the local top degree of the test function p, subparametric methods imply p > σ, and σ = p indicate isoparametric methods. However, BIDG being an isogeometric method, the relationship between p and σ is more nuanced. In fact, if the control weights for a given Bézier element are not identical, then the given basis of test functions cannot replicate the basis of geometric basis functions for any given polynomial degree p. Consequently, BIDG is typically a subparametric method for any given degree p. However, in the unique setting of identical control weights, BIDG is a subparametric method for p > σ, an isoparametric method for p = σ, and a superparametric method for p < σ, just as in the classical curvilinear DG method. Nevertheless, all three settings in the BIDG method preserve exact geometry, which contrasts to classical subparametric, isoparametric, and superparametric methods as visualized in figure 8.
iv. Implementation and Incorporation
After providing a BIDG-suitable isogeometric rational Bézier mesh, the ability to easily implement and/or incorporate the BIDG algorithm into existing DG codes is remarkably straightforward. The basic transformations from section 3.2 provide the essential information. First the map (3.5) is used to transform coordinates, support points, and/or cubature points between the physical and reference meshes. Then the Jacobian mapping (3.6) is used to recover the remaining geometric factors of the transformation.
a. Application to Acoustics
To demonstrate the ease of implementing the BIDG algorithm, take the standard semidiscrete form of the first term of (2.5) from section 2.4, and consider the left hand side transformed to the reference element space,
where J i is the Jacobian determinant computed from (3.6) as:
In the same way, setting u h = (u h , v h ), the first term on the right in (2.5) transforms as, 2
The remaining flux term easily follows then as:
where the second equation in (2.5) can be expanded in the same way. Figure 10: The exact isogeometric meshes for the unit circle, with refinements using uniform subdivision.
b. Application to Electromagnetics
Restricting to the reference element is performed in essentially the same way, regardless of the application model. That is, the first term on the left of the first equation in (2.8) transforms as
with the first term on the right Table 1 : Convergence behavior in the acoustic wave equation using the isoparametric approximate geometry with a nodal discontinuous Galerkin solution on the warped and blended analogues of the meshes shown in figure 10 .
where again the second and third equations follow directly.
IV. Numerical Examples i. Application to Acoustics
The first example considered is the metallic membrane of a resonant drum solved using the acoustic wave equation (2.5), and given homogeneous boundary data
a) Unit Radius Resonant Drum: Convergence Study
For the acoustic drum, the third resonant mode of the system is recovered from the Bessel beam solution of (2.5) over the unit cylinder in figure 10 , given initial conditions
This solution is cast relative to cylindrical coordinates r = (x 2 + y 2 ) 1/2 , with α 3 = 8.653 and J 0 the Bessel function of the first kind. The convergence behavior relative to the isoparametric method for nodal DG is tested, using the blend and warp method for the unit cylinder [28] , as shown in figure (1). In figure 2 the BIDG results can be compared. As expected, full convergence is observed in each case. In the warp and blend method, nodal support points are warped (i.e. node-snapped) to lie on the curved boundary of the mesh. Over this boundary layer, solutions are then fully integrated (viz. to full cubature), however, the interpolation properties of the warp and blend method only preserve the order of the nodal basis p in the actual geometry, making it a classically isoparametric method. This behavior is shown in figure 11 , where we additionally show the p-convergence behavior in figure 12 . The most notable feature of the p-convergence graph is that in the BIDG method, the same mesh is used for every degree, while in the classical isoparametric method the physical domain must be remeshed each time the degree p is changed.
b) Acoustic Resonator
Finally, consider the same acoustic resonator from section 4.1.1, but solved over a more interesting geometric domain. The domain is still parameterized relative to the unit radius cylinder, though now with the addition of three additional circular "holes" into the interior of the domain. To avoid Acoustic Wave Equation: Blended Isogeometric DG Method (Exact Geometry) On the left is the isogeometric mesh, and on the right the BIDG solution to the third resonant mode propagating in the idealized triple hang drum "gu," at p = 6 after 2.5 resonant periods.
discontinuities in the initial state of the system, the following initial data is prescribed, p| t=0 = sin(rπ − 0.7)/0.3)/10 for r > 0.7 0 otherwise , and u t=0 = 0, with boundary (4.1) data as before, to elicit, for example, an idealized triple hang drum "gu" as pictured in figure 13 .
ii. Application to Electromagnetics
For our second numerical example, the transverse form of Maxwell's equations from section 2.4 is studied, specifying homogeneous boundary conditions
with resonant solutions over the metallic cavity. Largest Real Eigenvalue = 9.868812e-14 Figure 14 : Eigenspectrum of the spatial operator of (2.8). On the left are BIDG eigenvalues, and on the right are isoparametric warped eigenvalues, both at p = 4 over the mesh from figure 11.
a) Unit Radius Electromagnetic Cavity: Eigenspectrum Analysis
Consider the metallic resonant cavity shown in the meshes in figure 10 , with initial conditions
in cylindrical coordinates r = (x 2 + y 2 ) 1/2 , θ = atan2(y, x), with α 6 = 13.589. Here J 6 is the sixth Bessel function of the first kind, and E z (t) is an exact resonant mode of the system. Comparing results against the high-order accurate isoparametric solutions discussed in [28] utilizing the classical warp and blend technique again, provides the benchmark comparison study. Since the test case is linear, the algorithm is naturally optimized by integrating linear elements using exact quadrature-free methods, and the curvilinear elements using full cubature for both the BIDG and the isoparametric blend and warp method. As a qualitative stability metric, we compare the eigenspectrum of the spatial operator in the isoparametric method using warp and blend techniques, to that of the BIDG method. The comparisons indicate good stability features in the BIDG algorithm. Namely, the eigenspectrum shown in figure 14 display the expected stability properties to machine precision, which is that the eigenvalues remain non-positive along the real axis.
b) Unit Radius Electromagnetic Cavity: Convergence Study
Using the same initial boundary problem from section a, the convergence rates for isoparametric warp and blend technique is shown in table 3, and for the BIDG solution is shown in table 4. Again optimal rates are observed, where the BIDG solution is shown in figure 15 , alongside the absolute error. This is remarkable to note, particularly since the BIDG solutions are able to exactly recover the geometry of the design mesh, while still maintaining the optimal high-order accurate behavior, and doing so while preserving the computationally efficient quadrature-free implementation on many elements. Table 4 : Convergence results for the blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) solution on the meshes in figure 10 .
c) Cavity Resonator
Again, testing the geometric tolerances in the solution over the more complicated domain, a unit cylinder is considered with "holes" prescribed. The same initial (4.4) and boundary (4.3) data is used, where this solution can be interpreted as an idealized two dimensional cavity magnetron. As shown in figure 16 the solutions run stable, preserving expected CFL constraints into high degrees of p. Note that while the blend and warp technique is also stable at p = 9 for this example, albeit in the reduced order geometry, we fully expect that by preserving the exact geometric transforms along with the geometric continuity of the meshes, that BIDG solutions should demonstrate improved stability by reducing high frequency eigenmode pollution, as demonstrated exhaustively in works such as [19, 30, 31] , and the references therein. We further conjecture that this expected behavior can be made rigorous and precise, in the form of sharp error estimates.
V. Summary and Conclusions
In the paper a new computational method called the blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) method has been developed. The BIDG method enables: (1) seamless coupling to CAD mesh automation tools, (2) preservation of exact geometry of curvilinear domains, (3) preservation of optimal high-order accuracy, (4) easy incorporation into existing codes, and (5) easy incorporation Figure 15 : The left is the electric field E z at endtime T = 1.0 using the BIDG solution superimposed over the isogeometric mesh, while the right shows the absolute error (E z − E z,exact ) at the same timestep.
of shape sensitivity and optimization tools.
This work has presented the basic approximation spaces needed for the BIDG method, and shown how to implement classical DG methods using an algorithm that blends the geometrically exact rational NURBS from isogeometric analysis into this regime. The basic transformation required to implement the BIDG method can be summarized as a reparameterization of the physical coordinate, along with the corresponding Jacobian derivative. Numerical tests have been run on both the acoustic wave equation, as well as a form of Maxwell's equations, showing optimal convergence results, along with favorable spectral behavior. In the appendix the reader will find additional results demonstrating how the underlying numerical theory can be provided to recover classical-type estimates, as well as a link to a fully operational working code prototype.
Future efforts will be focused on extending the BIDG methods to include large-scale HPC examples in full dimension on substantially more complicated real-world geometries and application models. A particularly attractive application problem for BIDG methods are those of shapeoptimization studies over fluid-structure interaction (FSI) models, such as turbulence minimization in aerospace engineering and magnetically confined plasma.
VI. Acknowledgements The left is the BIDG electric field E z at p = 9 with a blended layer of 163 elements in the idealized cavity magnetron after 2.5 resonant periods, and the right is the isogeometric mesh.
VII. Appendix
In this appendix we present an a priori approximation estimate for the approximation spaces utilized in the blended isogeometric discontinuous Galerkin (BIDG) method. This estimate sharpens previously obtained results in the curvilinear discontinuous Galerkin and isogeometric communities [7, 58] . In particular, our estimate clearly delineates the effects of linear mesh regularity and the nonlinear mapping. In this direction, let us introduce the notion of a warping function that characterizes the map from a physical linear triangle V defined by the three vertex control points (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) to the physical coordinate triangle Ω i . More precisely, we denote F(v) = x(ξ(λ(v))), where v ∈ V and the barycentric coordinates are linear functions of v,. viz. λ 1 = λ 1 (v), λ 2 (v), and λ 3 (v) and figure 17. The mappings x : M → Ω i and ξ : B → M are defined as in (3.4) and (3.5), respectively.
Given the concept of a warping function, we have the following result:
Theorem 7.1 (Extended Bramble-Hilbert for curvilinear triangles). Over each physical element Ω i ⊆ Ω h , there exists a constant C shape independent of the mesh size h and the warping function F such that for all u ∈ W j,2 (Ω i ), there exists a mapped polynomial u h of degree p (i.e., u h (F(v)) ∈ P p (V)) satisfying the estimate:
where ∇F = ∇ v F and Proof. By definition we have,
, and as a consequence:
. Consequently, for each mapped polynomial u h of degree p, it follows that:
By the classical Bramble-Hilbert lemma [15] , there exists a polynomial u h • F of degree p on the physical linear triangle satisfying:
where C 1 is a constant that only depends on the polynomial degree p and the shape regularity of V (i.e., the constant depends on the shape but not the size of V). We must now bound the seminorm |u • F| W p+1,2 (V) appearing in the above estimate by an analogous norm over the physical coordinate triangle Ω i . We may easily obtain control of the H 1 -seminorm using the estimate:
To obtain control of higher-order seminorms, we simply recurse on the previous estimate, as is done in [7, 14] , resulting in the estimate:
where C 2 again is a constant that only depends on the polynomial degree p and the shape regularity of V. We thus arrive with the optimal bound (7.1):
where C shape = C 1 C 2 .
The above result indicates that if ∇ k F L ∞ (Ω i ) = O(1) for k = 1, . . . , p+1 and the determinant Jacobian is bounded from above and below, then the BIDG method exhibits a similar convergence rate to that seen for affine elements. It is easily shown that if nested refinements are performed, then ∇F → I in the limit of mesh refinement, and hence one may expect to see optimal convergence. That being said, it is instructive to examine the effect of mesh warping in the pre-asymptotic limit as well as in the setting of non-nested refinements. In these cases closer inspection of the Jacobian matrix, ∇F = ∇ ξ x∇ λ ξ∇ v λ is required.
Notice that the term ∇ v λ gives a measure of the combined size and shape regularity of the physical linear element, and it is easily seen to be of order h −1 C shape where C shape is a constant which depends on the shape of the physical linear element but not its size. Meanwhile, the term ∇ λ ξ is the same for all considered element types and is independent of the mesh size h. Therefore, to ensure that ∇F = O(1), it must hold that ∇ ξ x = O(h). The question then arises: how can one ensure that this equivalence holds?
To examine this question in detail, we expand the derivative of the parametric mapping. In what follows, let us denote the Bézier weighting function as w = i+j+k=σ B ijk (λ)w ijk .
It follows that in each parametric direction:
By exploiting the derivative relationship for Bernstein polynomials, we can establish the following relationships for the left and right terms of the above expression:
∂ ( B jkl (λ)w jkl P jkl ) ∂ξ 1 = j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k+1,l P j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l ) ∂ ( B jkl (λ)w jkl P jkl ) ∂ξ 2 = j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k,l+1 P j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l ) ∂w ∂ξ 1 = j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l ) ∂w ∂ξ 2 = j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l ) Therefore, we have that:
pB jkl (w j,k+1,l P j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l ) − B jkl (λ)w jkl P jkl w 2 j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l ) and:
pB jkl (w j,k,l+1 P j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l ) − B jkl (λ)w jkl P jkl w 2 j+k+l=p−1 pB jkl (w j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l ).
As Bernstein polynomials are bounded above by one and below by zero, we thus have that:
|w j,k+1,l P j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l | + j+k+l=p−1 |w j,k+1,l − w j+1,k,l | and:
∂x ∂ξ 2 j+k+l=p−1 |w j,k,l+1 P j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l P j+1,k,l | + j+k+l=p−1 |w j,k,l+1 − w j+1,k,l |.
Therefore, all that is is needed to guarantee the property ∇ ξ x = O(h) is that the projective control points P jkl = {w jkl P jkl , w jkl } T lie in a convex polyhedron of radius O(h).
Similar analyses can be conducted to determine sufficient conditions to guarantee that higherorder derivatives satisfy ∇ k F L ∞ (Ω i ) = O(1) and that the determinant Jacobian is bounded above and below, but such analyses are beyond the scope of the current paper and will be the subject of a forthcoming publication.
Note we provide a fully operational code that is available for download here: link provided upon publication acceptance.
